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But remember, at the end of the day 
Tom Cruise always pulls it off.
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What do we need to explain?        

See the experimental talks for the current experimental situation. 

I will focus on the ideas out there (not just my stuff!) and the challenges they face 
for low mass scales (~on shell) when you have new interactions with quarks.
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Add NP (?) in hopes of NP (      )

See the experimental talks for the current experimental situation. 

What do we need to explain?        

At t̄
FBFirst questions:   Effect           through interference or not?        Can ask the data!     

                         What spin is your NP?                                    Choose wisely.
                         How does it couple to the chiral SM fields?     Choose wisely,data hints

                                                                      produce R-handed tops.                         



To interfere or not to interfere        

The bottom line: Att̄
FB =

σSM
F − σSM

B + σNP
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B

σSM
F + σSM

B + σNP
F + σNP

B

,

NP-SM interference + NP^2
can be either sign.

arXiv: 1102.3374 - Phys.Rev.Lett.107:012002,2011. 

Grinstein, Kagan, Trott, Zupan

Smoking gun for new physics 
interference?
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Update on � 450 GeV

Theory update:

To interfere or not to interfere        

Kuhn/Rodrigo 1109.6830 LO/LO + EW (high bin):
Pagini Holik 1107.2606 LO/LO + EW (high bin):       

Manohar,Trott 1201.3926 LO/LO + EW (high bin):       

Preliminary!
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arXiv: 1102.3374 - Phys.Rev.Lett.107:012002,2011. 

Grinstein, Kagan, Trott, Zupan

To interfere or not to interfere        

Data update - recent CDF update to 8.7 ifb incorporated.
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Update on � 450 GeV Preliminary!

Interference still 
preferred
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s channel:Vector Octets.        

S channel interference options limited.

Early reference:                                    Antunano,  Kuhn , Rodrigo 0709.1652

More recently light axi-gluons: Tavares, Schmaltz 1107.0978

Krnjaic 1109.0648

Consider s channel massive gluon - an axigluon. In general can have couplings
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S channel interference options limited.
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Early reference:                                    Antunano,  Kuhn , Rodrigo 0709.1652

More recently light axi-gluons: Tavares, Schmaltz 1107.0978

Krnjaic 1109.0648

m > 1.2 TeV
m ∼ 400− 450 GeV

m ∼ 50− 90 GeV

Contribution to At t̄
FB

-
+
+

Considered different typical masses - interference                  at times coupling to 
light and top quark different

∝ (ŝ−m2)

Phenomenological constraints, dijets, dσt t̄/dmt t̄ , σt t̄

Consider s channel massive gluon - an axigluon. In general can have couplings
S channel interference options limited.

s channel:Vector Octets.        



               constraints for octet vectors:dσt t̄/dmt t̄

arXiv:1101.5203 Bai et al.   
Typical axi-gluon effect order one 
coupling mass scale ~ TeV

Small couplings and other new states to 
have larger ‘designer’ widths (Tavares, Schmaltz 
1107.0978) - or so light no bump Krnjaic 1109.0648

s channel:Vector Octets.        
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t channel       

t channel -always do the simplest thing first!

Consider somewhat unusual couplings of vectors
in the mass basis....

L = gx Z �
µ ūγµ PR t + h.c. + · · ·

Can lead to the desired effect... 
but also leads to strongly constrained like sign tops.

arXiv:0907.4112 Jung et al.



t channel       

t channel -always do the simplest thing first!

Consider somewhat unusual couplings of vectors
in the mass basis....

L = gx Z �
µ ūγµ PR t + h.c. + · · ·

arXiv:0907.4112 Jung et al.

arXiv:1106.2142 CMS.



t channel: What went wrong here?       

Why was this so quickly inconsistent with other measurements?
Always do the simplest thing first! And if it fails LEARN why it fails.



t channel: What went wrong here?       

Why was this so quickly inconsistent with other measurements?

A new interaction was introduced by hand without proper attention 
paid to the symmetry implications. 
Leads directly - at tree level - to a signal that is strongly suppressed in the SM
so it was immediately excluded.

Always do the simplest thing first! And if it fails LEARN why it fails.



t channel: What went wrong here?       

Why was this so quickly inconsistent with other measurements?

WHY IS IT SMALL IN THE SM? Flavour violation! 
No t’s in initial state, t’s in final state.

Always do the simplest thing first! And if it fails LEARN why it fails.

The flavour structure of this minimal model is not inspired.
Very different from the SM and easily distinguished.

A new interaction was introduced by hand without proper attention 
paid to the symmetry implications. 
Leads directly - at tree level - to a signal that is strongly suppressed in the SM
so it was immediately excluded.



t channel: What went wrong here?       

Integrate out your desired NP states/sector 

Oij =
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What could go right?       

The signal we are interested in is: q q̄ → t t̄

This is not a flavour violating process, that makes it (even more) believable as a 
real excess actually, this lesson also holds for future anomalies....

What field content can couple to quarks and tree level, lead to more events in 
the process above, and not break the SM flavour group?

Do you have to break flavour symmetry to generate this process with NP 
in the t-channel?

NO!



What could go right?       
What field content can couple to quarks and tree level, lead to more events in 
the process above, and not break the SM flavour group?

Introducing a larger (quite large actually) number of degrees of
freedom in the right structure can help. 

Perhaps we need a well organized team...

Arnold,Pospelov,Trott,Wise 0911.2225

Grinstein,Kagan,Trott,Zupan 1108.4027,1102.3374 



Lots of fields work with this symmetry structure



Lots and lots of fields work ...



Lots and lots of fields work ...

Typical couplings O(1)



But AFB required couplings can still be accommodated with minor flavour 
splitting that can be introduced in a controlled fashion

More LHC constraints

Grinstein,Kagan,Trott,Zupan 1108.4027,1102.3374 

Constraints on the tree level couplings to quark bilinear growing stronger....



Some typical vector constraints from dijets.

More LHC constraints

Grinstein,Kagan,Trott,Zupan 1108.4027,1102.3374 



More constraints for Viable On Shell Explanations
Four Jet Production with 2 mother resonances of the same ~ mass
- you only need a kinetic term!

Problem with the dijet constraints is unknown normalization parameters.
Constraints based on gauge couplings lead to direct mass bounds.

Grinstein,Kagan,Trott,Zupan 1108.4027 

Arnold, Fornal 1112.0003 
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Dedicated study needed to translate bounds, colour singlets preferred.



More constraints for Viable On Shell Explanations

Z decay width:
Parity violation:

Grinstein,Kagan,Trott,Zupan 1108.4027 

Gresham, Kim, Tulin, Zurek arXiv:1203.1320  

Precision Electroweak constraints:

Issue here is that you have the top mass in 
non-SM loops, this makes it non negligible:

Clearly constraining for scalar models, vector models
that are non-renormalizable constraints depend on UV.
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Parity violation:
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Gresham, Kim, Tulin, Zurek arXiv:1203.1320  

Precision Electroweak constraints:

Tree Level production of multijet final states at LEP Grinstein,Kagan,Trott,Zupan 1108.4027

Four Jet Production with 2 mother resonances of the same ~ mass
- you only need a kinetic term! Grinstein,Kagan,Trott,Zupan 1108.4027 
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Flavour symmetric process leads to                          for O(1) couplings
from LEP 

Mv � 150 GeV

Resonances associated with Top: Gresham, Kim, Zurek arXiv:1102.0018  t + 2j, t t̄ + j

Resonance structure depending on 
coupling hierarchy

Charge asymmetry at LHC, today       spin correlations emphasized in
Fajfer, Kamenik, Blazenka arXiv:1205.0264  

t t̄

Dedicated study needed to translate bounds, colour singlets preferred.



Conclusions

Some low scale on shell approaches are clearly 
already strongly disfavoured - when they give like sign tops
for example.

Other models with more involved flavour structures are
holding on with relative levels of discomfort.

Taking into account all current constraints (!) what is the on shell model that
clearly robustly works,  compellingly explains               
and is consistent with all constraints?

At t̄
FB > (At t̄

FB)SM


